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Advances in Load Bank Control

In recent years, load bank control and instrumentation systems have evolved significantly. With the introduction of 
these advances, instrumentation and precise data monitoring have become an integral part of load banks. Standard 
features can include controls for multiple networked load banks, load correction, transient response instrumentation, 
real-time graphs, full data acquisition, and data reporting. Major load bank manufacturers can provide the equipment 
and controls to meet most sophisticated test requirements.

Manual Switch Control
The first commercially developed load banks used manual toggle switches as the primary control method due to their 
simple operation. As generator sets, UPS systems, and power distribution applications became more sophisticated, 
manual switches were found to offer limited control functions that could slow load changes. This led to the development 
and application of microprocessor-based controls for load bank testing.

The Use of Microprocessors for Electronic Control
Market-leading microprocessor-based control systems now use improved load testing parameters. Many load banks 
use embedded programs that provide the ability to utilize various control types to meet demands. These programs 
are further described in the following sections.

Remote Control

Remote digital load bank control provides an opportunity to improve testing operations. To ensure proper and  
efficient operation, remote interface control allows a load bank to be part of a Building Management System (BMS).  
It also streamlines the testing operation, boosting its efficiency by requiring only one operator. For large facilities, load 
banks can be remotely controlled from up to 3,280 feet (1000 meters) away and still provide instantaneous control.

Self-Calculating Test Parameters

Many generator set maintenance programs require load testing to percentages of name plate ratings. Digital load 
bank controls automatically detect power system voltage and frequency, and enable operators to program power 
source test parameters. From this, the load bank control system calculates all the load percentages for the operator, 
saving time and reducing error.

Instrumentation and Real-Time Data

Clear and concise digital instrumentation is critical in load bank operation. Accurate power, frequency, and voltage 
displays ensure the power source will be tested correctly. The data should also be easily downloaded to facilitate  
assessment of its quality and its compliance with facility, industry, and regulatory standards.
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Synchronous Load Change

Synchronous load change ensures that the correct amount of load is selected before it is applied. This provides an 
accurate simulation of a generator’s reaction to load changes. Older load banks do not allow a generator to under-
speed or over-speed while load is changed and do not provide an accurate representation of real-life conditions.

Supply Rating

To enhance operator safety and testing efficiency, many load bank control systems allow the operator to enter the 
“supply on test” parameters. These test parameters can protect a power source from accidental overload and allow 
the operator to select load as a percentage of nameplate capacity. These digital control systems automatically  
calculate the actual load, which is essential in complying with NFPA regulations and ISO8528 best practices.  
Entering supply on test values reduces operator calculation time as well as the chance of potential errors.

Graphical Display

Customizable graphs within load bank control 
systems show selected voltage, power, and  
frequency  values (Figure 1). The real-time 
display provides with a graph that shows the 
voltage and frequency cycle times. Voltage 
recovery and transient response time are  
also displayed when load is changed. The  
information can be used to compare power 
system events and diagnose power issues.

Automatic Testing

Digital load control provides a means of testing 
power equipment automatically. This allows 
the exact same test parameters to be used 
repeatedly. Typically, generator manufacturers 
use automatic testing to evaluate and verify the 
gen-set performance and capacity output. Operators can create customized loading and transient test parameters 
prior to test initiation. By storing these parameters, the same test criteria  can be reused, and the resulting data from 
sequential tests can be objectively compared.
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Figure 1. Graphical displays are particularly useful in  
transient response load tests.



Data Capture

Data capture provides a means of verifying load test results for new machinery and maintained equipment. If a power 
source fails during a load test, the associated time, date, voltage, frequency, and power information can be viewed. 
This enables the operator to understand the cause and develop a solution.

Recorded test data can be archived to show how and when a power source was tested. The data can be cataloged 
and subsequently referenced to understand changes in the condition of a power system over time. Test data can also 
show how future systems could degrade and how they can be designed to limit degradation.

Voltage Correction

Today, most test and commissioning engineers will often work with different supply voltages and frequencies. One 
test may require 500 kW at 400 V, 50 Hz and the next test may require the same load bank to apply 500 kW at 480 V, 
60 Hz. This requires a load control system to correct for different supply voltages. One solution is to provide a manual 
voltage selection switch. However, most modern load bank control systems automatically adjust to differing supply 
voltages and frequencies – easing the load bank operation and ensuring the correct generator loading - without  
requiring an operator to perform manual calclations.

Load Correction

Market-leading load controls use both closed loop load control and stored load history to compensate for voltage 
changes. When load is applied, a control system can calculate loading using the real-time measurements instead of 
rated values. This compensates for any voltage droop or frequency variation by adjusting the load accordingly.

If the voltage droops on load application, the control system must instruct the load bank to apply more load to  
maintain required loading. For safety reasons, a load correction algorithm should not apply more than 110% of the 
load test voltage.

Testing to Standards

Many load bank control systems will allow testing to industry standards and best practices such as ISO8528 (G1, G2 
and G3) and NFPA. Depending on the location and application of the load test, local rules and regulations may also 
apply to help ensure testing is done correctly.

Networking

Modern load banks are capable of 
networking multiple units together. 
Networked load banks provide en-
hanced flexibility for load testing by 
increasing usable load capacity. For 
example, connecting eight 100 kW 
load banks provides 800 kW of total 
load capacity. This is especially useful 
for basement and rooftop applications, 
where a single 800 kW unit may not fit 
through doors and access ways.
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Figure 2. Left: A single remote control can connect many load banks together.   
Right: Load can be applied proportionally to all or specific load banks in a network.
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Networking smaller units together provides finer load resolution for high-capacity tests. Many high-capacity load 
banks offer large load steps such as a 25 kW or 50 kW. However by networking multiple units, load resolution will be  
a function of the resolution of the smallest load bank used.

Another benefit of networking is that a single operator can simultaneously control many load banks. Once set up,  
remote controls can operate multiple load banks. Formerly, an operator would require others to manually operate 
each non-networked load bank when required. Load banks can be networked to provide redundancy, reducing the 
need for an operator to watch the load tests for long periods of time.

Recent developments allow individual control of a specific load bank in a network. Previously, load was applied equally 
to all load banks in a network. The primary reason for this development has been the rise in use of load banks for 
data centers HVAC testing. Temperature “hot spots” with in the data center can be created by modifying the specific 
capacity of a load bank in the network. (Figure 2)

ModBus Integration, Building Management Systems and SCADA

Many industrial facilities utilize Building Management Systems to allow communication via ModBus from a central  
control room to machines and systems. Generating sets, chillers, compressors, and HVAC systems can all be  
controlled via ModBus and modern load banks are no exception. Load banks can be seamlessly integrated into  
existing control systems. All standard control features remain available so operators can schedule automatic load 
tests, transient response tests, and create reports. This integration provides customized, automated, and repeatable 
testing all, from a centralized location.

Recent advances in intelligent gateway and supporting software allow users to network up to 200 load banks from a 
single PC or laptop. (Figure 3) The intelligent gateway converts CANbus or RS485 protocol to MODBUS over Ethernet 
affording the user tremendous control flexibility. The associated software also allows user to organize, name, and 
group networked load banks to ensure organizes and accurate testing.

Networking is available on resistive, inductive, capacitive and combined load banks. Networked together, an inductive 
and a resistive load bank can provide leading and lagging power factors.
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Figure 3. Intelligent Gateway ModBus Network Control.
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Variable Power Factor Testing

The majority of AC alternators are rated using a power factor of 0.8. In marine applications, a power factor of 0.7  
is normally used.

Resistive and Reactive (inductive or capacitive) load banks, fitted with a microprocessor-based control system, can vary 
power factors during tests. They typically can lead and lag power factors in 0.1 increments within the capabilities of 
the load banks and/or power sources under test.

The majority of tests are conducted at either a unity or 0.8 power factor. In some cases, a 0.7 power factor is required. 
Some test specifications call for short time at a 0.4 power factor. Varying the power factor is essential in these applications.

Site Load Correction

Gen-sets may run for long periods at less than 40% of the rated capacity. When this occurs, engine temperatures 
may be insufficient to completely burn fuel. The exhaust will then deposit unburned fuel residues in an exhaust 
system, a process called ‘wet stacking’. Load banks provide the supplement load ensure that engines reach those 
higher operating temperatures. Site load correction features automatically signal load banks to maintain a set 
percentage of a gen-set’s nameplate output rating. Using this feature, an operator can specify the amount and 
timing of load adjustments.

Control Types
Local and remote control solutions are available for controlling load bank operation. These are summarized in  
Tables 1 and 2 below.

Table 1: Local Control

Control Type Description Features

Toggle Switches Basic manual switch for applying and rejecting load 
locally.

Simple Load Control

Decade Switches Basic switches similar to toggle switches but provides 
synchronous load changes.

Synchronous load changes.

Digital Toggle 
Switches

Toggle switches with the features of electrical control 
including synchronous load step changes and digital 
instrumentation.

Synchronous load changes, digital instrumentation. 
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Summary
Load bank control is continually evolving to provide users with a multitude of platforms, from simple manual toggle 
control to sophisticated software with wide-ranging test and communication capabilities. Today, most commercial 
load banks are offered with provisions for networking, load correction, transient speed instrumentation, real-time 
graphical displays, full data acquisition, and data logging. Load banks now provide options to satisfy most testing  
applications. 

Table 2: Remote Control

Control Type Description Features

Hand-Held  
Remote Control 
(Figure 4)

Load control and 
instrumentation that 
can be viewed on a 
hand-held control.

No pre-calculations, synchronous load 
changes, digital instrumentation,  
graphical display, networking, voltage 
correction, variable power factor testing.

PC Software Feature rich control 
for testing that 
requires detailed 
instrumentation and 
reporting.

Automatic calculations, synchronous 
load changes, digital instrumentation, 
graphical display, networking, voltage 
correction, data capture, automatic  
testing, testing to industry standards.

Figure 4. An Intelligent Hand-Held 
remote load bank control.
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